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Opening Reception: Sat. September 25, 4-7PM
Artist-led Tours: Sat. October 9, 3-4:30PM
Book Launch for Tamara Kostianovsky: Rapacious Beauty (Hirmer Publishers): 

Wed. November 3, 6:30-8PM
(via Zoom) featuring a panel discussion with Gonzalo Casals and 
Tatiana Flores

Closing Reception: Sun. October 31, 12-6PM

Between Wounds and Folds draws together threads from the past fifteen years of 
Tamara Kostianovsky’s work and career, connecting issues of gender-based violence, 
personal memory, and ecological destruction through consumption, to create a 
complex and speculative ecosystem. Her soft, brutal sculptures combine discarded 
fabric with industrial materials, often borrowing forms from mutilated fauna and flora in 
various states of decay, including tree stumps, cow carcasses, and birds of prey. 

This exhibition gathers four distinct bodies of work that explore two overlapping formal 
and conceptual constructs suggested by the title: the wound and the fold. Wounds take 
shape in the severed flesh of carcasses and truncated tree parts, while the folds 
compress fabric and flesh, incorporating one living being into another. Her sculptures 
are literally layered with tight folds of material, uniting the dense histories of 
consumption within the clothing industry together with the flesh of mutilated bodies. 
The fabric covering the surface of her works first originated from her own cannibalized 
wardrobe, and she later used material from her late father’s clothing and upholstery 
remnants. Kostianovsky viscerally positions the plant and animal forms in relation to 
human bodies, connecting the destruction of the earth by consumer waste to bodily 
harm. 

Through alternating softness and aggression, her installations identify the nuances of 
violence that exist between a personal encounter and its normalization on a social and 
ecological level. Kostianovsky’s work asks for a re-imagination of human rights and 
environmental redemption models in order to consider the resultant violence as part of 
a larger, inseparable system. By creating immersive environments out of the remnants 
of consumer culture, her work goes beyond trauma enacted onto an individual 
organism to encompass the pervasive destruction by capitalist consumption on the 
natural world. Her works create a visual proposition for a future in which images of 
desecrated bodies are transformed into receptacles of regeneration and rebirth. 

Tamara Kostianovsky, exhibition sketch for
Between Wounds and Folds, 2021. 



io:

Tamara Kostianovsky was born in Jerusalem, Israel in 1974, and grew up in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina.   She received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the National 
School of Fine Arts “Prilidiano Pueyrredón” in Buenos Aires and a Master of Fine Arts 
degree from the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia, PA.  
Kostianovsky is the recipient of distinguished awards including a fellowship from the 
John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, and grants from New York Foundation for the 
Arts and the Pollock-Krasner Foundation.

Her work has been exhibited at venues such as El Museo del Barrio, NY; The Jewish 
Museum, NY; Fuller Craft Museum, MA; Urban Institute for Contemporary Art, MI; The 
University of the Arts, PA; Nevada Museum of Art, NV, and many others. She has 
presented solo and group exhibitions in Italy, France, and Argentina. 

Among many others, Kostianovsky’s artwork has been featured and reviewed in 
prestigious publications such as The New York Times, The Boston Globe, WBUR, The 
Village Voice, Marie Claire, Repubblica, El Diario New York, Colossal, and 
Hyperallergic.  

The artist lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.

Media contact, Rachel Vera Steinberg: rvsteinberg smackmellon.org
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